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Race 1 

#2 Whizzer Hanover- Steps up in class tonight after a very good effort last out, has a solid late kick to 

offer in the stretch. 

#4 Painite- She takes a drop in class tonight looking to beat cheaper, she will be the one to watch when 

they turn for home. 

#5 For Trot Sakes- Ships in from Illinois and makes the first start out for the new barn, needs to improve 

to best these. 

Race 2 

#2 Cheyenne Louie- Ships in from Batavia and comes in off a 3 race win streak, stretch to the bigger 

track helps tonight as well. 

#6 Weapon To Win- Has solid early gate speed to offer and will look to leave the gate hard early tonight 

for position. 

#1 The Fire Within- Always seems to race better from an inside post and beat similar company not long 

ago. 

Race 3 

#5 Fox Valley Steffen- Was a victim of a bad trip here last week and if he can find cover before they turn 

for home he will be tough to beat. 

#8 Give Angel Credit- Found his winning ways last week against cheaper and will need his late kick to 

pass better in the stretch tonight. 

#2 Leviathan- Has beaten cheaper when on the lead but has not been his best in his last two starts out, 

has more to offer if near the front end. 

Race 4 

#7 Here Comes Numbers- He has found his better form in his last two starts and has solid early speed, 

that’s key in a backwards race. 

#5 Winery Hanover- Has a ton of early speed to offer and tonight is her chance to bottom out the field 

only going 7/8 of a mile. 

#8 Funny Photo- Has been facing tougher at Saratoga over the half mile as of late, faces cheaper tonight 

looking to improve. 

Race 5 

#7 Mister Truth- Has had no shot his last three starts out racing way over his head, should be best 

against cheaper here. 

#1 Hestons Lucky Chip- Was sharp in victory here last week from the outside and will be able to save 

ground nearing the quarter tonight. 



#5 Hands Off Frank- Ripped off a fast first quarter of 26.0 flat here last week and was able to win, going 

to have to be even better to make it two in a row. 

Race 6 

#6 Iammrbrightside- Has been facing much tougher as of late at Batavia and will waste no time getting 

the lead here against cheaper. 

#3 Mister Livan N- Can leave the gate like a rocket and the fact that they are only going 7/8 of a mile 

tonight plays to his liking. 

#4 Pantheon Hanover- Has been struggling at Saratoga against better as of late and returns to his old 

stomping grounds. 

Race 7 

#1 Blank Canvas- Has been versatile at several different tracks and has won off of a bad trip, looks every 

bit the part to win in here. 

#6 Electrofire- Had a ton of late kick last week in deep stretch and got caught inside late, better trip 

tonight may put him in the winners circle. 

#2 Golden Gun- Has made a few breaks in his last few starts out which is unusual, fits if he can mind his 

manners. 

Race 8 

#4 JDS Brent Sheree- Takes a drop in class tonight and has struggled with some breaking issues, faster 

than these if he brings his A game. 

#6 Jack Rackham- Puts his best foot forward on a bigger track and the slower the early tempo is here the 

better off he will be. 

#2 Nubble Light- Has a wicked late closing kick that is hard to stop and if they bunch up late he is the one 

to watch. 

Race 9 

#6 Jet Rock- Faced stakes company earlier in the year and has been a victim of a bad trip his last few 

starts, different tactic tonight against cheaper. 

#3 Tempster Hanover- Dug in late last week in deep stretch to be third after being parked half a mile, 

needs to be close up early on. 

#1 J K Fielding- Kicked away from cheaper last week on the far turn, inside post helps with the step up in 

class here. 

Race 10 

#1 Golden Kronos- Takes yet another drop in class tonight against cheaper and has back class from 

earlier in the year, best them late tonight. 



#6 Sweet Royalty- Had to bottom off the field early on last week to get the job done and will look to do 

the same again tonight against better. 

#2 The Big Muscle- Has a solid late closing kick to offer and with an inside post he will wait till they turn 

for home to make his move. 

Race 11 

#1 Samson J- Has been waiting to get an inside post to show his late kick he has to offer, tonight is his 

time to shine. 

#7 CJ’S Roll On Two- Makes the 2nd start out for the new barn tonight and seeks his first win of 2019 as 

well. 

#6 Feelin Lucky- Made a slight middle move as they turned for home last week but gave way, races 

better when near the front end early on. 

Race 12 

#5 CR Blazin Beauty- Has shown wicked early gate speed over the half mile oval at Batavia and will only 

get faster over a bigger track tonight. 

#2 Spoiler Alert- Will look to be no worse than 2nd at the quarter pole and if the fractions are slow up 

front early on he could be deadly late. 

#4 American JJ- Is the most gutsy horse in the field and likes to make a rally late, 2nd over turning for 

home would be ideal. 

Race 13 

#4 Southwind Blizzard- Comes in off a very sharp qualifier and seeks his 3rd win of 2019, may have more 

to offer. 

#2 Air Dynamic- Likes to be forwardly placed early on and even if he does not win he should be able to 

hit the ticket against these. 

#8 Rogemoji- Took a lot of money on the tote board here last week and made a break in stride, another 

shot for him tonight. 

Thanks to everyone who reads, supports, and watches the Risi Racing 

Review! Hope you enjoyed the 2019 picks! See you back in 2020!! 

 


